
1.  With 1/4" screws or bolts, mount each corner  
 of the Master Tools Rotary Punch Base (A) to 
 a sturdy bench.

2. Determine the size of Punch Tube (B) for your  
 particular application. Loosen Punch Bar Thumb Screw  
 (M) on end of Punch Bar, then insert the shorter end of  
 the Punch Tube into the Punch Bar. The collar on the Punch Tube will  
 rest against the end of the Punch Bar. Holding the Punch Tube, tighten  
 the Punch Bar Thumb Screw (M) to secure Punch Tube in Punch Bar. (C)

3. To adjust the spacing of holes, hold down top of Spacing Bar (D) so it   
 remains in vertical position. Loosen Spacing Thumb Screw (E) by turning it 
 counterclockwise then slide it up or down to align arrow with the desired 
 spacing measurement. Tighten Spacing Thumb Screw (E) by turning it clockwise.   
 We recommend checking your spacing on a scrap piece of leather first.

4. Adjust Guide Thumb Screw (F) to accommodate leather width. Insert  
 leather strap between Leather Guides (G), making sure the Tension  
 Bar (H) is on top to hold the leather down. Be sure the strap is snug 
 between Leather Guides (G); however, setting the Guide Thumb  
 Screw (F) too tight can cause irregular spacing of holes, while  
 setting it too loose can cause the holes on the strap to be off-center.

5. To determine the distance from end of the strap to the first hole,    
 use the Distance Guide (I) on the back of the machine.

6. Turn Wheel Handle (J) in clockwise rotation to start punching holes. 
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ROTARY PUNCH

Congratulations on your Master Tool Rotary Punch purchase. It's the 
only hand-operated machine of its kind on the market. This simple and 
trouble-free machine punches both leather and coated webbing and 
will boost your productivity with its ease of setup and use.

A

• Weaver Exclusive four-sided clicker board anvil
• Dual feed design
• Accommodates straps from 1/2" to 3" wide
• Punches clean holes from 1/2" to 3-1/8" apart
• Adjustable settings for hole spacing and leather thickness
• Includes six hollow punch tubes in sizes 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8

A - Base          
B - Punch Tubes
C - Punch Bar          
D - Spacing Bar                
E - Spacing Thumb Screw
F - Guide Thumb Screw
G - Leather Guides
H - Tension Bar
I - Distance Guide
J - Wheel Handle
K - Anvil
L - Punch Bar Adjustment
M - Punch Bar Thumb Screw

ASSEMBLING THE ROTARY PUNCH
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TROUBLESHOOTING TIPS

Limited Lifetime Guarantee
Every Master Tool is built to last using the finest materials and skilled American workmanship. 
We are proud to stand behind our products with an unmatched Limited Lifetime Guarantee. 
This quality standard warrants each product for its lifetime against defects in materials and 
workmanship under correct use, normal operating conditions and proper application. This 
guarantee does not extend to any component parts not manufactured by Weaver Leather,  
or if the machine is modified in any way. Weaver Leather makes no express warranties other 
than those that are specifically described herein. This warranty is expressly in lieu of all  
other warranties express or implied. There are no implied warranties of any kind including  
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. Weaver Leather will in no event be liable  
for any incidental or consequential damages whatsoever, nor for any sum in excess of the  
price received for the goods.

weaverleathersupply.com
800-932-8371

Safety

•  Never use this machine unless it is securely 
fastened down to your solid wood workbench. 

•  Always keep hands and fingers away from the 
punch tubes during operation.

•  Keep away from children at all times.

If the hole does not punch through cleanly:

1. Check if the Anvil (K) is worn too much. If it is  
 worn, move it to the left to a new spot or flip  
 it so the unused half is now on the right. 
 With the square anvil, you can use all four 
 sides until a new anvil is needed.

2. If the Anvil (K) is not worn, you can try lowering  
 the drive bar by turning the Punch Bar   
 Adjustment (L) in a counterclockwise direction. 
 Turning it clockwise will raise the drive bar. 

If you have any questions or comments about 
this Master Tool Rotary Punch, please call 
Weaver Leather at 800-932-8371 and ask for our 
machinery department.
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